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INSURANCE COMPLAINT ANALYST 

 
This is professional work in the Department of Insurance involving the review, analysis, and resolution 
of complaints and inquiries received from consumers concerning insurance policy coverages and 
claims. 
Employees are responsible for investigating and resolving consumer complaints lodged against 
insurance companies and/or agents involving property and casualty, and life, accident, and health 
insurance. Work involves considerable oral and written contact with consumers and insurance 
company representatives and requires the interpretation and application of various insurance laws and 
regulations related to consumer questions. Employees are assigned to the property and casualty, or 
life, accident, and health insurance sections of the Consumer Services Division. Secondary duties may 
include making public appearances to discuss insurance related issues, assisting in the rehabilitation of 
failed insurance agencies, working in an advisory capacity to a Market Conduct Team, and developing 
specialized areas of insurance expertise. Employees work with considerable independence under the 
supervision of a section supervisor. Work may include other duties as assigned. 
 
I. DIFFICULTY OF WORK: 
 
Variety and Scope - Employees are assigned to the property and casualty or life, accident, and health 
insurance area.  Assignments include complaint resolution, public appearances, rehabilitation 
assistance, advisory duties, and specialty area development. All work requires considerable public 
contact. 
 
Intricacy - Many complaints can be answered and resolved by providing basic information, insurance 
policies and coverages, or explaining insurance laws and regulations; however, more detailed review, 
analysis, and research is needed into insurance laws, regulations, policies, and coverages when 
complaints involve complicated factual situation or complex issues of law. 
 
Subject Matter Complexity - Work requires the understanding, interpretation, and application of various 
and constantly changing insurance laws and regulations to resolve complaint questions or problems. 
Employees must also remain knowledgeable and current on all the various types, provisions, costs, 
and terminology used in property and casualty and life, accident, and health insurance policies and 
coverages. Employees must have a broad familiarity with insurance company practices and 
procedures. 
 
Guidelines - Guidelines include numerous insurance manuals, references, and 
reports, North Carolina Insurance laws and regulations, North Carolina General Statutes, and division 
policies and procedures. 
 
II. RESPONSIBILITY: 
 
Nature of Instructions - Instructions are generally oral and limited to the broad goal of 
handling/resolving consumer complaints or inquiries in an efficient and accurate manner. Employees do 
receive more detailed guidance and supervision on more difficult or unusual complaints as well as 
special assignments. 
 
Nature of Review - Work is periodically reviewed through conference, reports, and general review of 
competed work assignments by a section supervisor. Comments received from consumers and 
insurance company representatives are part of the review process. Work conducted outside the office 
is evaluated based on participant response. Complaints involving suspected violations of the law are 
referred to the Legal and Investigation Divisions for review. 
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Scope of Decisions - Decisions directly affect the consumers that contact the department or assistance 
as well as insurance companies and/or agents. Ultimately, the decisions could affect all citizens of the 
state. 
 
Consequence of Decisions - Errors in providing accurate information and assistance could result in 
financial costs to consumers or insurance companies and credibility problems for the department. 
 
III. INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS: 
Scope of Contacts - Work requires considerable contact with consumers and insurance company 
representatives as well as frequent contact with insurance agents, attorneys, various rating bureaus, 
service organizations, division and departmental staff, other state agencies, and the general public. 
 
Nature and Purpose - Employees primary contacts are with consumers concerning insurance-related 
questions or problems. Employees serve as resource persons for technician level division staff. All 
other contacts are for information gathering and discussion purpose to address consumer inquiries. 
 
IV. OTHER WORK DEMANDS: 
Work Conditions - Most work is performed in professional office settings at a desk. Employees are 
occasionally exposed to irate consumers and insurance company representatives while performing the 
work. 
 
Hazards - Employees are exposed to typical driving hazards when traveling is necessary to conduct 
work. 
 
V. RECRUITMENT STANDARDS: 
Knowledges, Skills, and Abilities - Considerable knowledge of insurance principals and practices and 
departmental regulations. Considerable knowledge of North Carolina insurance laws and regulations 
and North Carolina General Statutes. Considerable knowledge of insurance policies and coverages, 
legal processes, insurance-related court rulings, medical/health and automobile/damage terminology 
and costs. General knowledge of the procedures and practices followed in insurance form and rate 
filings. Ability to analyze a variety of complaints, apply insurance laws and regulations, draw valid 
conclusions, and document findings in reports and correspondence to consumers. Ability to translate 
technical insurance language into layman terminology. Ability to establish and maintain effective 
working relationships with consumers, insurance company representatives, insurance agents, 
attorneys, and the general public. Ability to deal tactfully and effectively with irate consumers or 
insurance company representatives.  Ability to express oneself clearly and concisely in oral and written 
form.   
 
Minimum Training and Experience Requirements - Graduation from a four-year college or university 
and two years of experience insurance underwriting, claims, or policyholder service; or two years of 
experience as an Insurance Complaint Analyst Trainee; or graduation from high school and four years 
of experience as an Insurance Communications Specialist; or graduation from high school and six 
years of experience in insurance underwriting, claims, or policyholder service; or an equivalent 
combination of training and experience. 
 
Necessary Special Qualifications - Completion of three progressively difficult life, accident, and health 
or property and casualty courses as specified by the North Carolina Department of Insurance. 
 
Minimum Training and Experience Requirements for a Trainee Appointment - Graduation from a 
four-year college or university; or two years of experience as an Insurance Communications Specialist; 
or graduation from high school and four years of experience in insurance underwriting, claims, or 
policyholder service; or an equivalent combination of training and experience. 
 



Special Note: This is a generalized representation of positions in this class and is not intended to 
identify essential functions per ADA.  Examples of work are primarily essential functions of the majority 
of positions, but may not be applicable to all positions. 


